
 

EUROLITE LED D-9 TCL 2x9W
The 3in1 double-derby

Art. No.: 51918506
GTIN: 4026397381573

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397381573

Weight: 4,30 kg

Length: 0.38 m

Width: 0.34 m

Heigth: 0.23 m

Description:

Spearhead of the development!
In the beginning there were beam effects with conventional illuminants. Then came the LEDs
and they replaced the discharge lamps. And now we meet devices such as our D-9 TCL, which
are equipped with multichip diodes (2 x 9 watt)) and thus find themselves one step beyond in
the field of technical development. It's the advantage of these Three-Color-LEDs (TCL) that,
concentrated in one diode, all RGB content are directly mixed. Powerful colors are therefor
created and the complete color spectrum is covered. The result for our derby is quite
impressive. As usual, beams exist the lenses and perform circular movement. But in this case,
the whole room is drenched into the respective light, as all beams have the same color balance
and do change this one simultaneously. One's for sure, small clubs or stages for mobile DJs
has never seen such a derby.

Features:

- Beams exit from every lens, perform a circular movement and change the direction of
movement at every bass-beat

- 2 lens rows with a total of 16 glass-lenses provide for a room-filling effect
- Equipped with 2 x 9W TCL LEDs (Tri-Color LEDs)
- Advantages of LED technology: long life of the LEDs, low power consumption, minimal heat

emission, defacto maintenance free with brilliant light radiation

- Sound-controlled via built-in microphone
- Microphone-sensitivity adjustable via rotary-control
- Easy installation via mounting-bracket
- For party rooms, small discos or mobile DJs
- Ready for connection with power cord and safety-plug
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 70,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 32 cm

 Depth: 32,5 cm

 Height: 24 cm

Sound-control: via built-in microphone

LED type: 9W TCL

LED number: 2

Dimensions (L x W x H): 320 x 325 x 240 mm

Weight: 3.5 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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